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ABSTRACT

Given a large amount of unannotated speech in a low-resource language, can we classify the speech utterances by topic? We consider this question in the setting where a small amount of speech in the low-resource language is paired with text translations in a high-resource language. We develop an effective cross-lingual topic classifier by training on just 20 hours of translated speech, using a recent model for direct speech-to-text translation. While the translations are poor, they are still good enough to correctly classify the topic of 1-minute speech segments over 70\% of the time—a 20\% improvement over a majority-class baseline. Such a system could be useful for humanitarian applications like crisis response, where incoming speech in a foreign low-resource language must be quickly assessed for further action.

Index Terms— speech translation, low-resource speech processing, speech classification, unwritten languages

1. INTRODUCTION

Quickly making sense of large amounts of linguistic data is an important application of language technology. For example, after the 2011 Japanese tsunami, natural language processing was used to quickly filter social media streams for messages about the safety of individuals, and to populate a person finder database [1]. Japanese text is high-resource, but there are many cases where it would be useful to make sense of speech in low-resource languages. For example, in Uganda, as in many parts of the world, the primary source of news is local radio stations, which is broadcast in many languages. A pilot study from the United Nations Global Pulse Lab identified these radio stations as a potentially useful source of information about a variety of urgent topics related to refugees, small-scale disasters, disease outbreaks, and healthcare [2, 3]. With many radio broadcasts coming in simultaneously, even simple classification of speech for known topics would be helpful to decision-makers working on humanitarian projects.

Speech classification systems have traditionally used automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems to first convert speech to text, which is then used as input to a classifier. However, this pipelined approach is impractical for unwritten languages, spoken by millions of people around the world. Although transcriptions cannot be obtained in these settings, translations could provide a viable alternative supervision source [4–7]. Recent research has shown that it is possible to train direct Speech-to-text Translation (ST) systems from speech paired only with translations [8–10]. Since no transcription is required, this is useful in very low-resource settings. However, in realistic low-resource settings where only a few hours of training data is available, these end-to-end ST systems produce poor translations [11]. But it has long been recognized that there are good uses for bad translations [12]. Could classifying the original speech be another one of these use cases?

We answer this question affirmatively: we first use ST to translate speech to text, which we then classify by topic using supervised models (Figure 1). Although our ultimate goal is to work with truly low-resource languages, available datasets of this type are still too small to thoroughly evaluate and analyse. We therefore test our method on a corpus of conversational Spanish speech paired with English text translations that has been widely used in ST research [9, 13], enabling us to put our results in context. Using an ST model trained on 20 hours of Spanish-English data, we predict topics correctly 71\% of the time, and we outperform the majority class baseline with less than 10 hours of training data. These promising results are the first we know of for this task, and open the door to future work on cross-lingual topic prediction from speech.

Fig. 1. Spanish speech is translated to English text, and a classifier then predicts its topic.

\begin{itemize}
  \item Input: Spanish Audio
  \item Topic: music
  \item Speech-to-text (ST)
  \item I listen to jazz
  \item English text
  \item Topic prediction
\end{itemize}
2. METHODS

Speech-to-text translation. We use the method of Bansal et al. [11] to train neural sequence-to-sequence Spanish-English ST models. As in that study, before training ST, we pre-train the models using English ASR data from the Switchboard Telephone speech corpus [14], which consists of around 300 hours of English speech and transcripts. In [11] this was found to substantially improve translation quality when the training set for ST was only tens of hours.

Topic modeling and classification. To classify the translated documents, we first need a set of topic labels, which were not already available for our dataset. We therefore initially discover a set of topics from the target-language (English) training text using a topic model. To classify the translations of the test data, we choose the most probable topic according to the learned topic model. To train our topic model, we use Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF) [15, 16]. We also experimented with Latent Dirichlet Allocation [17], but manual inspection revealed that NMF produced better topics.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Data. We use the Fisher Spanish speech corpus [18], which consists of 819 phone calls, with an average duration of 12 minutes, giving a total of 160 hours of data. We discard the associated transcripts and pair the speech with English translations [19]. To simulate a low-resource scenario, we sampled 90 calls (20h) of data (train20h) to train both ST and topic models, reserving 450 calls (100h) to evaluate topic models (eval100h). We investigate ST models of varying quality, so we also trained models with decreasing amounts of data: ST-10h, ST-5h, and ST-2.5h are trained on 10, 5, and 2.5 hours of data, respectively, sampled from train20h. To evaluate ST only, we use the designated Fisher test set, as in previous work.

Fine-grained topic analysis. In the Fisher protocol, callers were prompted with one of 25 possible topics. It would seem appealing to use the prompts as topic labels, but we observed that many conversations quickly departed from the initial prompt and meandered from topic to topic. For example, one call starts: “Ok today’s topic is marriage or we can talk about anything else . . . .” Within minutes, the topic shifts to jobs: “I’m working oh I do tattoos.” To isolate different topics within a single call, we split each call into 1-minute long segments to use as ‘documents’. This gives 1K training and 5.5K test segments, but leaves us with no human-annotated topic labels for them.

Obtaining gold topic labels for our data would require substantial manual annotation, so we instead use the human translations from the 1K (train20h) training set utterances to train the NMF topic model with scikit-learn [20], and then use this model to infer topics on the evaluation set. These silver topics act as an oracle: they tell us what a topic model would infer if it had perfect translations.

To evaluate our ST models, we apply our ST model to test audio, and then predict topics from the translations using the NMF model trained on the human translations of the training data (Figure 1). To report accuracy we compare the predicted labels and silver labels, i.e., we ask whether the topic inferred from our predicted translation (ST) agrees with one inferred from a gold translation (human).

4. RESULTS

Spanish-English ST. To put our topic modeling results in context, we first report ST results. Figure 2 plots the BLEU scores on the Fisher test set and on eval100h for Spanish-English ST models. The scores are very similar for both sets when computed using a single human reference; scores are 8 points higher on the Fisher test set if all 4 of its available references are used. The state-of-the-art BLEU score on the Fisher test set is 47.3 (using 4 references), reported by [9], who trained an ST model on the entire 160 hours of data in the Fisher training corpus. By contrast, our 20 hour model (ST-20h) achieves a BLEU score of 18.1. Examining the translations (Table 1), we see that while they are mediocre, they contain words that might enable correct topic classification.

Topic modeling on training data. Turning to our main task of classification, we first review the set of topics discovered from the human translations of train20h (Table 2). We explored different numbers of topics, and chose 10 after reviewing the results. We assigned a name to each topic after manually reviewing the most informative terms; for topics with less coherent informative terms, we include misc in their names.

For evaluation, silver labels are obtained by applying this topic model to human translations on the test data. We argued above that the silver labels are sensible for evaluation despite not always matching the assigned call topic prompts, since they indicate what an automatic topic classifier would predict given correct translations and they capture finer-grained changes in topic. Table 3 shows a few examples where the silver
Table 1. Examples of Spanish audio shown as Spanish text. An ST system translates the audio into English text, and we give the human reference. Our task is to predict the topic of discussion in the audio, which are potentially signaled by the underlined words.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Most informative terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>family-misc</td>
<td>married, kids, huh, love, three</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>music</td>
<td>music, listen, dance, listening, hear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intro-misc</td>
<td>hello, fine, name, hi, york</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>religion</td>
<td>religion, god, religions, believe, bible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>movies-tv</td>
<td>movies, movie, watch, theater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>welfare</td>
<td>insurance, money, pay, expensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>languages-misc</td>
<td>english, spanish, speak, learn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tech-marketing</td>
<td>phone, cell, computer, call, number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dating</td>
<td>internet, met, old, dating, someone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>politics</td>
<td>power, world, positive, china</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Topics discovered using human translated text from train20h, with manually-assigned topic names.

labels differ from the assigned call topic prompts. In the first example, the topic model was arguably incorrect, failing to pick up the prompt *juries*, and instead focusing on the other words, predicting *intro-misc*. But in the other examples the topic model is reasonable, correctly identifying the topic in the third example where the transcripts indicate that the annotation was wrong (specifying the topic prompt as *music*). In general, the topic model classifies a large proportion of discussions as *intro-misc* (typically at the start of the call) and *family-misc* (often where the callers stray from their assigned topic). Our analysis also supports our observation that discussed topics stray from the prompted topic in most speech segments. For example, among segments in the 17 training data calls with the prompt *religion*, only 36% have the silver label *religion*, and the most frequently assigned label is *family-misc* (46%).

**Topic classification on test data.** We have four ST model translations: ST-2.5h, 5h, 10h, 20h (in increasing order of quality). We feed each of the audio utterences in eval100h into the topic model from Table 2 to get the topic distribution and use the highest scoring topic as the predicted label.

Figure 3 compares the frequencies of the silver labels with the predictions from the ST-20h model. The *family-misc* topic is predicted most often—almost 50% of the time. This is reasonable since this topic includes words associated with small-talk. Other topics such as *music*, *religion* and *welfare* also occur with a high enough frequency to allow for a reasonable evaluation.

Figure 4 shows the accuracy for all ST models, treating the silver topic labels as the correct topics. We use the *family-misc* topic as a majority class naive baseline, giving an accuracy of 49.6%. We observe that ST models trained on 10 hours or more of data outperform the naive-baseline by more than 10% absolute, with ST-20h scoring 71.8% and ST-10h scoring 61.6%. Those trained on less than 5 hours of data score close to or below that of the naive baseline: 51% for ST-5h and 48% for ST-2.5h.

Since topics vary in frequency, we look at label-specific accuracy to see if the ST models are simply predicting frequent topics correctly. Figure 5 shows a normalized confusion matrix for the ST-20h model. Each row sums to 100%, repre-
We have shown that low-quality ST can be useful for speech classification. Previous work has also looked at speech analysis without high-quality ASR. In a task quite related to ours, [21] showed how to cluster speech segments in a completely unsupervised way. In contrast, we learn to classify speech using supervision, but what is important about our result is it shows that a small amount of supervision goes a long way.

A slightly different approach to quickly analyse speech, is the established task of keyword spotting, which asks whether any of a specific set of keywords appears in a segment [22, 23]. Recent studies have extended the early work to end-to-end keyword spotting [24, 25] and to semantic keyword retrieval, where non-exact but relevant keyword matches are retrieved [26–28]. In all these studies, the query and search languages are the same, while we consider the cross-lingual case.

There has been some limited work on cross-lingual keyword spotting. [29] introduced a baseline system which combined ASR and text translation to build a German speech retrieval system using French text queries. But source language transcriptions to train ASR are unlikely to be available in our scenarios of interest. Some recent studies have attempted to use vision as a complementary modality to do cross-lingual retrieval [30, 31]. However, to the best of our knowledge, cross-lingual topic classification for speech has not been considered elsewhere.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Our results show that poor speech translation can still be useful for speech classification in low-resource settings. By varying the amount of training data, we found that ST systems trained on as little as 10 hours (around 8K parallel utterances) of Spanish-English data produce translations which still allow topics to be correctly classified in 61% of input speech segments, outperforming a majority baseline. With 20 hours of parallel data, accuracy is more than 70%.

Since this is the first work in cross-lingual topic classification, there are a number of interesting avenues for future work. We used our ST model as an off-the-shelf system, and did not tune its performance for the topic prediction task. We hope future work will improve accuracy further. We used silver labels to evaluate our approach—this allowed us to compare several different settings using an objective metric. However, human annotations of topics will be the next step. We also used a pipelined approach of ST followed by classification. An alternative would be to train a topic classifier on input speech directly, but we speculate that this would require more substantial resources. Cross-lingual topic modeling may also be useful when the target language is high-resource; we learned target topics just from the 20 hours of translations, but in future work, we could use a larger text corpus in the high-resource language to learn a more general topic model covering a wider set of topics, and/or combine it with keyword lists curated for specific scenarios like disaster recovery [32].
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A. USING NMF FOR TOPIC MODELING

We now describe how we learn topics using NMF. Given a set of text documents as input, the model will output (1) for each document, a distribution over the selected number of topics (henceforth, the document-topic distribution), and (2) for each topic, a distribution over the set of unique terms in the text (henceforth, the topic-term distribution).

A.1. Text processing

Our training set (train20h) has 1080 English sentences. We start by generating a tf-idf representation for each of these. The English text contains 170K tokens and 6K terms (vocabulary size). As we are looking for topics which are coarse-level categories, we do not use the entire vocabulary, but instead focus only on the high importance terms. We lowercase the English translations and remove all punctuation, and stopwords. We further remove the terms occurring in more than 10% of the documents and those which occur in less than 2 documents, keeping only the 1000 most frequent out of the remaining.

After preprocessing the training set, we have a feature matrix \( V \) with dimensions \( 1080 \times 1000 \), where each row is a document, and each column represents the tf-idf scores over the 1000 selected terms. The feature matrix will be sparse as only a few terms would occur in a document, and will also be non-negative as tf-idf values are greater than or equal to 0.

A.2. Learning topics

NMF is a matrix factorization method, which given the matrix \( V \), factorizes it into two matrices: \( W \) with dimensions \( 1080 \times t \) (long-narrow), and \( H \) with dimensions \( t \times 1000 \) (short-wide), where \( t \) is a hyper-parameter. Figure 6 shows this decomposition when \( t \) is set to 10.

\[
V \approx W \times H
\]

In the context of topic modeling, \( t \) is the number of topics we want to learn; \( W \) is the document-topic distribution, where for each document (row) the column with the highest value is the most-likely topic; and \( H \) is the topic-term distribution, where each row is a topic, and the columns with the highest values are terms most relevant to it.

The values for \( W \) and \( H \) are numerically approximated using a multiplicative update rule [33], with the Frobenius norm of the reconstruction error as the objective function. In this work, we use the machine-learning toolkit scikit-learn [20] for feature extraction, and to perform NMF, using default values as described at scikit-learn.org.

A.3. Making topic predictions

Using our topic-term distribution matrix \( H \), we can now make topic predictions for new text input. Our evaluation set (eval100h) has 5376 English sentences. For each of these, we have the gold text, and also the ST model output. We preprocess and represent these using the same procedure as before (A.1) giving us the feature matrix \( V_{\text{gold}} \) for gold, and \( V_{\text{ST}} \) for ST output, each with dimensions \( 5376 \times 1000 \). Our goal is to learn the document-topic distributions \( W_{\text{gold}} \) and \( W_{\text{ST}} \), where:

\[
V_{\text{gold}} \approx W_{\text{gold}} \times H
\]
\[
V_{\text{ST}} \approx W_{\text{ST}} \times H
\]

The values for each \( W \) matrix are again numerically approximated using the same objective function as before, but keeping \( H \) fixed.

A.4. Silver labels and evaluation

We use the highest scoring topic for each document as the prediction. The silver labels are therefore computed as \( \text{argmax}(W_{\text{gold}}) \), and for ST as \( \text{argmax}(W_{\text{ST}}) \). We can now compute the accuracy over these two sets of predictions.

B. FISHER CORPUS: ASSIGNED TOPICS

Figure 7 shows the topics assigned to callers in the Fisher speech corpus. Some topic prompts overlap, for example, music-preference asks callers to discuss what kind of music they like to listen to, and music-social-message asks them to discuss the social impact of music. For both these topics, we would expect the text to contain similar terms. Similarly the topics cellphone-usage, tech-devices and telemarketing-spam also overlap. Such differences might be difficult for an unsupervised topic modeling algorithm to pick up.

Table 4 shows the topics learned by NMF by using human English translations from the entire 160 hours of training data as input, when the number of topics is set to 25. We observe that some new topics are found that were not discovered by the 20hr/10-topic model and that match the assigned topic prompts.
such as juries and housing. However, there are also several incoherent topics, and we don’t find a major improvement over the topics learned by just using 20 hours of training data, with the number of topics set to 10.

C. TRACKING TOPIC DRIFT OVER CONVERSATIONS

To measure how often speakers stray from assigned topic prompts, we take a closer look at the calls in train20h with the assigned prompt of religion. This is the most frequently assigned prompt in the Fisher dataset (17 calls in train20h). We also select this topic for further analysis as it contains terms which are strongly indicative, such as god, bible, etc., and should be relatively easier for our topic model to detect.

Figure 8 shows the trend of discussion topics over time. Overall, only 36% of the total dialog segments in these calls have the silver label religion, and the most frequently assigned label is family-misc with 46%. We observe that the first segment is often labeled as intro-misc, around 70% of the time, which is expected as speakers begin by introducing themselves. Figure 9 shows that a similar trend emerges for calls assigned the prompt music (14 calls in train20h). Silver labels for music account for 45% of the call segments and family-misc for around 38%.

Table 4. Topics discovered using human translated text from the full 160hr Fisher training set. We set the number of topics to 25. We assign the topic names manually, and use — where the topic clustering is not very clear.